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The AQ-SPEC Program & the STAR Grant
• AQ-SPEC, the Air Quality Sensor Performance 

Evaluation Center, was established in 2014

• Main Goals:

• Evaluate the performance of commercially 
available "low-cost" air quality sensors 

• Provide guidance and clarity for ever-evolving 
sensor technology and data interpretation

• Catalyze the successful evolution, development, 
and use of sensor technology
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Figure from Giordano et al., 2021

In 2015 the South Coast AQMD was awarded 
funding from the US EPA under their “Science 

to Achieve Results” (STAR) Program, topic: 
“Air Pollution Monitoring for Communities”

Project title: “Engage, Educate, and Empower 
California Communities on the Use 

and Applications of Low-Cost Air Monitoring 
Sensors”
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Main Objective: Provide communities across California with the 
knowledge necessary to appropriately select, use, and maintain “low-cost” 

sensors and to correctly interpret the collected data

Project Implementation:

Surveys Collected Surveys & 
Discussions 

14 Recruited

PurpleAir PA-II

Educational Toolkit 
(incl. Guidebook, Resources, 

and Data Analysis Tools), Reports, 
Publications, Presentations, etc.

Final Products

[Project period: 5/1/2016 - 4/30/2022]
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Project Outcomes 
• Partnered with 14 different communities
• ~300 PM sensors installed
• ~100 multi-pollutant sensors deployed

• Workshops and surveys to engage with and learn 
from communities
• 33 community workshops held
• 86 sensor installation surveys returned 
• 113 surveys collected during workshops 

• Some communities led their own data analysis
• 3 locally-relevant reports
• 1 website 
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PurpleAir PA-II Sensor
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Final Product –
Educational Toolkit
• Training videos (3)

• Community in Action: A Comprehensive Guidebook 

on Air Quality Sensors

• Data analysis & visualization tools (the AirSensor

R-package and DataViewer web-based interface)

• Supplemental Resources:

• Installation guides

• Surveys and project forms 

• Workshop slides 

• Infographic examples

• Examples of community reports & analysis 

• Publications 
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All outcomes, products, and interactions 
with the communities informed and shaped 
the development of the Educational Toolkit
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Overview of Training Videos (1) 
• Air Sensor Training #1: 

Community in Action -

A Comprehensive 

Guidebook on Air Quality 

Sensors

• Introduces the 

Guidebook and how to 

use sensors to learn 

about air quality in your 

community 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQ1qciicpbU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQ1qciicpbU


Overview of Training Videos (2) 
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• Air Sensor Training #2: 

Understanding Air 

Quality and Monitoring

• Provides background on 

air quality monitoring

• Including key pollutants, 

sources of pollution, and 

different types of 

monitoring instruments  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r0XxQm50lE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r0XxQm50lE


Overview of Training Videos (3) 
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• Air Sensor Training #3: 

PurpleAir PA-II Sensor 

Installation

• Walks the viewer

through the steps 

involved in installing a

PurpleAir PA-II sensor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOZgyDRFc4U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOZgyDRFc4U


Guidebook Objectives
Major objectives for the content, structure and “look and feel” of the guidebook:

✓ Be accessible to the public and not overly technical

✓ Be informative and visually engaging, perhaps communicated as a narrative featuring real members
of the community

✓ Be translated into one or more languages

✓ Establish monitoring expectations and support successful outcomes

✓ Increased decision-making to reduce exposure

✓ Good data collection practices will build compelling evidence about air quality issues

✓ Provide resources for additional information

✓ Provide direction for contacting local government
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Versatile Product
• Guidebook and other resources are designed 

to meet the needs of a broad range of users 
and projects

• For example, users could include:

• An academic researcher new to community-based 
work

• A community leader new to air quality and 
concerned about local sources

• Staff from a government agency experienced in 

working with the public, but new to sensors

• An individual interested in using sensors to better 
understand their own air quality 
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Chapter 1, “Introduction”
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Chapter 2, “Understanding Air Quality and Monitoring”

Designed to support users with varied 
technical backgrounds and expertise
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Chapter 2, “Understanding Air Quality and Monitoring”

Includes a number of stand-alone resources, 
well-suited for sharing with communities
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Thorough Planning Guidance 

• The planning section focuses on 
the following considerations:

• Project organization and structure

• Resources and constraints

• Air quality concerns (including 
where and how to learn more 
about sources and concentrations 
of interest)

• Sensor selection
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Chapter 3, “How to Select a Sensor System” 
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• Practical advice for siting, installing, and maintaining sensors 

• Sensor co-location, correction, and calibration

• Introduction to different plot types, assessing accuracy, and useful 
quality control (QC) metrics/algorithms

• Ways to monitor the “State-of-Health” of deployed sensors 

• Description of tools and resources available for data analysis

• Step-by-step example analysis of an air quality event (using the 
AirSensor DataViewer, web-based interface for exploring current and 
historical data ) 

Chapter 4, Sections 1, 2, and 3
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Data Analysis Tools in the Toolkit

• Guidance and example analysis 

• Data Analysis Guide, sensor-
agnostic (in Guidebook Appendices)

• AirSensor package – free and open-
source R-package facilitating data 
access, analysis, and visualization 

• DataViewer tool – web-based user 
interface for exploring current and 
historical data from STAR Grant 
sensors (no programming-
experience needed)
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“The AirSensor open-source R-package and DataViewer web application for interpreting 
community data collected by low-cost sensor networks” (Feenstra et al., 2020) 

Screenshot of DataViewer Tool 
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https://www.aqmd.gov/aq-spec/special-projects/airsensor

https://www.aqmd.gov/aq-spec/special-projects/airsensor


• Contains lessons from the STAR Grant communities on ways to maintain momentum in a project, as 

well as ways to enhance participation in a project
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Chapter 4, “Maintaining Momentum on a Project” Community-led data analysis 

Interactive activities 

Outreach over social media 

Outreach over social media 
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Chapter 5, Sections 1, 2, and 3

Flow chart to help 
those leading a 
project consider 

potential “next steps”

• Ideas for and examples of “local action”

• Advice to help determine whether 
additional data should be collected

• Strategies for communicating with local 
government agencies and/or the 
broader community
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Guidebook 
Appendices 
• Installation Guides

• Surveys and Project forms

• Infographic examples

• Example reports and analysis 
from communities 

• Workshop slides 

• List of agency contacts  

• Sensor-specific and sensor-
agnostic resources
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PA-II Installation Guide, 
revised based on 

community feedback.
9 iterations to create 

the final version 
(available in English and 

Spanish)

Appendix C, “Installation Guide”
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Appendix E, “Example Infographic”



What Makes this 
Educational Toolkit Unique…
• Based on interactions and engagement with 14 diverse 

communities 

• Based on long-term, multi-year deployments and partnerships

• Includes in-depth information on:
• Sensor selection
• Sensor operation and maintenance 
• Tools to support data analysis
• And practical recommendations for ‘next steps’ 

• Engaging design and several useful stand-alone resources

• Finally, includes first-hand accounts and examples from real 
community members (such as those in the screenshot here)
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Conclusions & Future Work
• Educational Toolkit is available at the AQ-SPEC website: 

http://www.aqmd.gov/aq-spec/special-projects/star-grant

• Future Work 

• Sharing the Toolkit with STAR Grant communities will help sustain 

and strengthen these partnerships 

• This Toolkit can also be used for outreach to new communities and 

to support sensor projects locally and beyond

➢ Dissemination will bring more feedback and the opportunity to 

enhance and improve the STAR Grant Educational Toolkit 
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http://www.aqmd.gov/aq-spec/special-projects/star-grant
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